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Tension plagues the relationship between the author and his father when it
comes to golf- and gay-related issues. The author is also stuck between two
canonical stories, one that says he must work things out to fulfill his respon-
sibilities as a son and another that tells him to let go, to realize that he “can’t
choose his relatives,” and to view the relationship as a waste of time. In this
project, the author uses a relational paradigm to reframe the father-son rela-
tionship in which he finds himself immersed. He’s a victim, so is his father.
He’s an oppressor, so is his father. They victimize and oppress together,
simultaneously hurting and being hurt while never deciding to quit. The story
is about the troubled relationship that separates them. It’s a story of sexuality
and sport, of gayness and hegemonic masculinity, of a fag and his golf clubs.
It’s a story of love and hate.
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My mom always told me that I’d either be gay or that I’d marry a Black
woman. From 16 on, I heard this every time I found myself in a duel with
my father, every time I informed her of my hatred toward that man, every
time I wished him dead.

My mom always told me that I’d either be gay or that I’d marry a Black
woman. Not that I had articulated my desire for one or the other, but rather she
knew of my father’s two main fears—having a fag in the family or a cross-raced
relationship. And she realized I’d do everything in my power to spite him.
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My mom always told me that I’d either be gay or that I’d marry a Black
woman, a statement that became actualized when I “came out” to her at 22.
Her response: “I told you so.”

I’m often asked how long I’ve known that I’ve been gay. Well, that
depends. I’ve known that I’ve been attracted toward men since an early age,
but I didn’t know that I fit into the category of gay until the latter part of my
teens. And although I do not believe that my gayness was ever a choice, this
framing by my mother and my constant desire to spite my father make it
appear as such. My story’s not just about being gay, though. It’s a story
about the troubling relationship that separates my father from me and me
from him. It’s a story of sexuality and sport, of gayness and hegemonic
masculinity, of a fag and his golf clubs. It’s a story of love and hate.

****

Frank (1995) encourages us to live with stories, to engage with them emo-
tionally and viscerally rather than to just think about them. This idea guides my
project. However, in the spirit of Krippendorff (1995), I wish to re-language
Frank’s notion. I seek to find what the opposite side of the coin looks and
feels like: living with theory. I argue that such a move may further collapse
the theory-story binary that haunts the halls of many university settings.

For example, my life feels like the tension between showing and telling:
I live through moments of my past that appear without emotional engagement
and dialogue; I also live with moments loaded with feeling and conversation.
Furthermore, I experience my connection to my dad via a relational paradigm
(Bochner, 2004; Yerby, 1995). I’m a victim; so is my father. I’m an oppres-
sor; so is he. We victimize and oppress together, simultaneously hurting and
being hurt while never deciding to quit. We’re both seeking love. Maybe
we’re both in love. Somehow.

****

Characters

Father: “middle-age man who wants to say, ‘Son, come here.’”
Son: “mid-twenties man who wants to say, ‘Father, why?’”
Son: mid-twenties man who wants to say, “Father, come here.”
Father: middle-age man who wants to say, “Son, why?”
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Mothers, sisters, aunts, grandparents, friends: “various ages, who con-
stantly say, ‘I don’t know what to say’” (Pelias, 2002, p. 37).

Extras

Hegemonic masculinity: culturally dominant, stylized sets of repeated
acts (Butler, 1990); a condition never physically or psychically actualized
(Butler, 1999); the “ephemeral, contextual, and complicated” nuances of
being a man (Hopkins, 1998, p. 54); a never-ending journey toward ever-
changing ideals (Gelber, 1997).

Homophobia: The “hatred or fear of homosexuals” (Oxford American,
2001, p. 387); a socially produced, insidious force that infiltrates the most
mundane of affairs; an embodied insecurity that waits for the most oppor-
tune moments to strike; often affiliated with hegemonic masculinity.

Love: A feeling that transcends all categories; reciprocal; an action that
puts both hegemonic masculinity and homophobia to shame; shared; an
emotion that binds regardless of circumstance; mutual; a social construct
(Jaggar, 1989).

Part 1: Telling

My father’s father physically and emotionally abused him and his
mother. My father’s father did not want a son or a daughter—especially one
of each—so he treated them as though they didn’t exist. My father’s father
taught him to be emotionally cold with others, to hit if necessary, and to
have resentment toward children. My father loved his father.

****

During high school, my father wanted to be a professional golfer. He
played varsity all 4 years and began working toward a potential career. Once
graduated, he signed on with the golf team at the local community college.
After 1 year of play, his father forced him to quit. His father could no longer
manage the family business and made my father put his dreams on hold.

After my 1st year of college, I asked my father if I could have the busi-
ness. “No,” he said and further justified his response: “I’ve been miserable
for thirty years. The last thing I’d do is ask that of you.”

****
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Once every year from the age of 4 until the age of 8, I played with my
father in the local father-son golf tournament. I can’t remember the actual
playing of the event, but I do recall every ending: We, as a team, would
drive the golf cart to the pro shop and walk inside. Each time a trophy
would await us. Each time, a trophy engraved with both of our names. Each
time, I loved them—they were pretty.

I don’t think we ever played well enough to win the father-son tourney.
However, I imagine that my father would give the organizer extra money in
advance so that a trophy would await us on finishing. My dad knew how
much I liked them. And he was proud of me. So a trophy awaited us every
time regardless of our performance on the course, regardless of our perfor-
mance of father-son.

****

A streak of my mom’s hair dye became baked onto the wallpaper in the
hallway. She didn’t do it on purpose; my father threw her into the wall.
Some of her color rubbed off, leaving a black mark roughly 1 foot in length.
My eyes connected with my mother’s tear-filled pupils. My father told me
to go back to bed.

****

At 14, I watched my father punch my mom in the face. She didn’t know
I was watching, nor did he. As I continued to peer through a window on a
30-degree, storm-filled night, I wondered if I should call the police. I won-
dered if I should step in to take a few blows for her. I wondered what a
clenched fist hitting coffee stained teeth would feel like. I wondered why
my mom didn’t have a towel to clean up her blood. I decided that I had best
go back to bed. A divorce soon followed.

****

I decided to live with my mom. I transferred all of my belongings at my
dad’s house into her new residence. I don’t remember the move per se,
whether we rented a truck, how long it took, or my father’s reactions. But
I do remember the few items I left behind: a bed frame, an entertainment
center, and five father-son golf trophies.

I had cleared everything from my room at his house, everything except
for those items. I never returned for them, either. I don’t know why I left
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them. I guess my bed frame and entertainment center wouldn’t fit in my
new room, but I can’t account for the trophies. Unconsciously, maybe this
is when I started to rid my life of my father. The presence of the trophies in
a room absent everything else must have signified the presence of a strained
relationship, a relationship that would further become troubled and absent
repair. I believe the trophies still remain on the shelf, but, like our relation-
ship, I imagine that they’re covered with a layer of dust.

****

Once I tried stealing baseball cards. I got arrested. My father picked me
up at the jail and took me to my mother. On entering her house, he slapped
her across the face and called her a “bitch” and a “worthless parent.” He
then told me that he stopped her from having an abortion. I was an only
child. Using this logic, he saved me. Using this logic, I should’ve wor-
shipped him. Using this logic, he should’ve had the license to continue to
abuse my mother. Using this logic, my hatred for him intensified.1

****

In high school, a few years after the divorce, my father encouraged (i.e.,
forced) me to join the golf team. I had come to hate golf, but now it seemed
like a mandatory requirement. The obligation soon became worse: My father
encouraged (i.e., forced) me to get a job at the local golf course. Externally,
I had to perform “golf lover.” Internally, I cringed.

Two years in a row I made it to the state tournament. By accident, though.
The coach and my father were “buddy-buddy:” people who regularly did favors
for each other, individuals who capitalized on the “rhetoric of connection”
(Philipsen, 1975, p. 19). I made it to the state tournament twice, not because of
who I was, but rather who my father was. I made it to the state tournament
twice, an obligation I did not fulfill either time, solely out of spite for my dad.

State tournament, Year 1: Two team members and I were riding with the
coach to the destined golf course. On this day, we left school early and thus
missed lunch. On this day, I packed my own food, much to the amazement
of my mother. On this day I packed it with bunches o’ healthy stuff: two
cartons of milk, four cups of pudding, three cheese sticks. I’m not very
good at digesting dairy.

During the 40-minute car ride to the course, I devoured my lunch. My
car mates did not notice anything awkward about its contents; a few hours
later they would clearly remember them.



Thirty minutes into the 3-hour round of golf, my stomach started to speak.
It grumbled and moaned; I smiled. Fifty minutes into the round, my stomach
maintained a steady stream of dialogue. Pain formed; I smiled. At 1 hour, I had
to shit. My coach rushed me via golf cart to the bathroom, where I remained
for the rest of the event. I conceded from the tournament. I beat my dad.

State tournament, Year 2, less gruesome: The golf coach told me that I’d
be going to the state tournament again. She also told me that she didn’t
want a repeat performance. I pondered over being selected, the relationship
with my father, and how much I hated golf.

I decided to talk to her. Honestly. I asked her if our discussion could
remain confidential. She agreed. I told her that I didn’t like being on the golf
team. She could tell. I said that my father forced me to play. She knew. And
wham. It was as simple as that. She released me from the team, telling my
father that my performance wasn’t up to par. I broke his heart. I won again.

****

Just like the son in Harry Chapin’s song “The Cat’s in the Cradle,” I soon
left for college, 3 hours away. The physical and psychical rift between me
and him, him and I, only grew. At school, he rarely called me. At school,
I rarely called him. During a good month, we would talk twice, usually for
no more than 5 minutes. We maintained this habit for a few years. At least
until I told him that I was gay.

Part 2: Showing

“Here comes the cocksucker!” my father says as I enter the rehearsal
dinner of my cousin’s wedding. It’s June of 2002, and I ain’t “out” yet.

“Yeah, my hair’s blond dad. It was an accident. The salon person
messed . . . .”

“You call that ‘blond?’ That’s not blond, that’s ‘gay blond!,’” he responds.
“Wow!,” cries my cousin in response to my father’s ruckus. “Now all

you have to do is put on a dress and you can be the ‘family faggot!’”
“Yeah, thanks,” I say as my self-esteem plummets.

****

As far back as I can remember, both my father and my cousin would call
me a faggot, primarily because I didn’t live up to their definitions of and
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criteria for “being a man.” When I decided to tell them that I really was a
faggot, chaos reigned.

****

I came out to my father only because my grandmother died.
We all make decisions in life. Sometimes on whims. Sometimes in pain.

Or passion. Occasionally they do not make sense. Other times they do. We
constantly rework them, swim with them, and never come up for air. I’m
still working through this one though. And I’m gasping.

“Your grandma has just been rushed into open heart surgery,” my father
tells me. It’s a Monday in May 2003, and we had just arrived to the Las Vegas
Hilton when his cell phone rings. A voice tells him that his mother, the person
he’s verbally abused his entire life, fell ill. I wonder how he feels.

“What? She only went to the doctor for a routine check-up,” I respond.
“Let’s fly back.”

“No. You stay. It’s too expensive for you to come. I’ll go back. You
return, as planned, on Thursday.”

“But . . . .”
“Do it. She’ll be fine. It’s another false alarm she’s brought on herself.”

At this moment, I thought I saw a tear, but I’m going to deny such an obser-
vation. Grandma didn’t make it through the night.

Two months pass and I hadn’t spoken with my father since grandma’s
funeral. He never made any effort to call me, nor I him. Until one day in July.

“Hello?” I answer my phone, the phone in the house I share with my
boyfriend.

“Yeah Tony, it’s your father.”
“Oh, hey dad. How are . . . .”
“Why haven’t you called?”
“Well, the phone works both ways. And since it’s long distance, and

since you have more money than me, and since you’ve only called me three
times during my four year college career, I decided, this time, to leave that
up to you.”

“I heard a rumor about you,” he pauses; I become nervous. “I heard that
you’re living with a guy. In fact, not just living with, but fucking this guy.
Is this true?”

“Weeelllll,” I stutter, “no, it’s not true. Who would say something like that?”
“That doesn’t matter. I’m just glad it ain’t.”
“Yeah, me too father. That’s silly. I’ll talk to you soon.” The conversa-

tion ends.
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I realize that I can’t do this any longer. I’m tired and I lied to my father.
Guilt and depression devour me. I pick up the phone and call him back.

“Hello,” he answers in a rather upbeat, much happier tone.
“Yeah, dad, it’s me. I just wanted to tell you that it’s true—I am living

with a guy, my boyfriend in fact. Sorry to burst your bubble.”
I hear nothing, so I decide to turn the truth I just shared into another lie,

a lie involving my recently deceased grandmother, his recently deceased
mother: “And grandma knew about my sexuality and my boyfriend but she
thought it would be best if I didn’t tell you. She was always fine with it, but
realized, as did I, that you would not accept it. Sorry if I’m a disappointment.”

Silence, but soon a stuttered response: “Shheee knneww?”
“Yeah, she did father.”
“Well,” he utters more fluently, “I guess I’ll call you soon.”
“Bye, dad. Take care.”
I thought that my guilt and depression would end from such a disclosure,

but I soon realize that I’ve just used my father’s mother and her corre-
sponding death as a way to advance my gay agenda. I wonder about the eth-
ical dimensions of such a decision, but then I tell myself that it’s already
done. My dad does not speak to me for 6 months.

****

Two days before Christmas 2003, my (half) sister and I visit my aunt, my
father’s only sibling, to discuss holiday activities. While sipping on coffee
with the evening news serving as background noise, my aunt casually
approaches the subject of father: my father, my sister’s father, my aunt’s
brother. She tells us that she’s been concerned about him ever since my
grandmother’s death earlier that year and provides us proof for such feel-
ings: He has spent a good portion of his savings, ventures to Las Vegas for
a once-a-month prostitute binge, and hasn’t had any concern about seeing
a doctor in spite of recent health problems. My sister and I nod in agree-
ment, express (superficial) concern, and attempt to move toward discussing
another subject. My aunt doesn’t budge; she remains focused on father.

“Do you know what I bought him for Christmas?” she carelessly asks,
seeking to involve us in one of those never-ending guessing games about
something with which we have not much interest.

“No,” I respond, trying to end the game prematurely. “What can you buy
for someone who has everything he wants, another airfare to Vegas or some
golf balls?”



“His grave plot,” she smilingly remarks. “It’s something that he’ll need
one day, hopefully not soon, but you never know. And I assumed that his
children would not purchase it for him.”

At this point, this moment that implicated me and my sister, my father’s
only kids, I assumed a rather puzzled, probably annoyed, look. I asked
myself why my aunt would do such a thing, and I asked myself why I should
even be concerned about my father’s death.

“Do you think that is our fault,” I respond irritably. “Do you think that
either of us should assume responsibility for someone who has never
expressed concern about our lives just because this man is our father?

My aunt, not appearing too happy or pleased with my rebuttal, glares at
me with that look in her eye, you know, that evil look that says “one day
such an attitude will come back to haunt you, you little bastard,” and stands
up to walk into the kitchen. The oven timer just went off, saving me from a
potential argument; her apple pie was done.

****

My father came to visit 1 year after his mother died. At the time, I lived
in Carbondale, Illinois; he in Danville. The trip between the two places
lasted a tad more than 3 hours. With the assistance of Amtrak, though, you
wouldn’t have to transverse the space via car.

Trains arrive in Carbondale twice each day, once at 9:30 in the evening and
another at 30 minutes past midnight. Trains depart from Carbondale twice each
day, once at 3:00 in the morning and another at 4:05 in the afternoon. During
my 5-year stay in Carbondale, my father came to visit three times. Each time he
arrived on the 9:30 p.m. train. Each time he departed 6 hours later on the 3 a.m.

Three times my father came to visit. Three times he stayed a total of
18 hours, that is, if the trains were on time. Once, he didn’t arrive until mid-
night; based on the train schedule, he left 3 hours later.

However, during his last visit, we bonded. We bonded over a slip of his
tongue, a slip that forced a taboo word through his beer-covered lips, a slip
that informed me of my father’s love. We bonded over “cocksucker.”

We bonded over cocksucker: I became drawn toward my father for the
first time in my life, experiencing feelings I never knew existed, enjoying his
presence next to me and feeling comfortable with a stranger whom I now
recognized as my dad.

We bonded over cocksucker: after filling ourselves with beer, after dis-
cussing gay-related matters, and after allowing him to flirt with the young
waitresses.
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We bonded over cocksucker: by intimately peering into each others’
eyes, exchanging surface-level words of compassion such as “I’m glad
you’re my son” and “I’m glad you’re my dad,” and waiting until the other
ran out of beer so the server could interrupt awkward silences that surfaced
throughout the night.

We bonded over cocksucker.

****

“It’s good to see you father,” I say after ordering a Bud Light from the
20-year-old waitress who caught my dad’s attention.

“I’ll have a Budweiser,” he flirtatiously demands. “Yeah, it’s good to see
you too,” he adds while perusing the woman’s body, objectifying her
breasts, her curves, her build. “I’m glad I came down before you moved to
Florida.”

“So, how’s the weather in Danville,” I respond after a few minutes, a
comment I chose to make even though I recognized that his town was only
3 hours away. The weather wasn’t much different.

“Good and sunny,” he remarks. “I’ve been able to play a lot of golf. But
the course did get flooded a few weeks ago.”

Silence.
“Have you been watching the Cardinals?” he asks.
“Nope. I don’t watch . . . .”
“Hey cutie—Budweiser!” he interrupts.
I follow: “Bud Light, please.”
Silence.
“Is your mother going to move you?” he asks.
“Yup. She . . . .”
“Hey cutie—Budweiser!” he interrupts.
I follow: “Bud Light, please.”
Silence.
He speaks: “There’s this new show on HBO called Deadwood. It’s really

good. It’s a tough guy shoot-em-up show that features cowboys and men
that don’t take any shit. They’re tough and they’re real men. It’s a good
story.”

“I haven’t seen it,” I remark, thinking that the conversation will start.
“I don’t have cable, but maybe it’ll come out on DVD.”

“Yeah, maybe,” he responds. “Hey cutie—Budweiser!”
I follow: “Bud Light, please.”
Silence.
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“So, how are you dealing with me being gay?” I probe, a question I would
never have asked unless alcohol had engulfed me in its magic. I had been
out to my father for 1 year, but it remained an issue that neither of us dis-
cussed in each other’s presence.

“I love you and that’s what matters,” he responds; I choke on my beer.
“You’re my son, and I wouldn’t change anything about you.” I choke again.

“Well, I know the potential problems with homosexuality that exist in
small towns like yours. I wanted to know how you were holding up,” I say.

He assures: “Just fine. I’m proud of you. Hey cutie—Budweiser!”
I follow: “Bud Light, please.”
I’ve heard that the “truth comes out with alcohol,” truths such as how

people really feel about each other and what bothers them in life. Following
this theory, “hidden” emotions may also surface when the alcohol helps
take off one’s masks.

A truth of love leaked out of my father this evening, a truth I grasped like
a baby does a stuffed bear, a truth that brought my dad back into my life.
The truth surfaced when he reflected on the word cocksucker, a taboo term
used to devalue individuals who have done something wrong, and a taken-
for-granted word that often conceals (for most users) its gay connotations.
Over beer, though, my father didn’t take this term for granted. He showed
his love and displayed that he never wanted to hurt me. Even with language.

“How’s Rick?” I ask about a mutual friend of ours.
“Shit, he’s a no good cocksucker,” he responds adamantly. Before I add in

my two cents or ask why he’s assumed such a negative position toward a once-
upon-a-time friend, he chimes back in, “Oh, I’m sorry. I don’t want ‘cock-
sucking’ to offend you. I sure didn’t mean it like that. I said it because all of
the guys on Deadwood use it. I haven’t thought about it much until now.”

“Whoa,” I say to myself. My father, an individual with only a year of col-
lege, actualized Judith Butler’s (1997) discussion about the power of names
and the dynamics of gay-related speech acts. My father, an individual who has
managed a restaurant in a small Midwestern community reflected on his com-
munication, situating himself as a phenomenon for investigation (Ellis &
Flaherty, 1992). My father, an individual raised by an abusive father, trans-
gressed the realm of hegemonic masculinity and homophobia, acting as a
straight man inching toward his gay son while simultaneously making an apol-
ogy potentially causing him to lose a portion of his “manhood.” My father,
using one word and a socially taboo one at that, informed me of his love.

But I did not respond to his response. I did not thank him for his consider-
ation, nor did I tell of my love for him. Small talk continued to surface
throughout the evening, and our being together remained plagued with silence.
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When the bar closed, we decided to get something to eat. We started on
an adventure toward Steak ’n Shake, our favorite restaurant. In the car,
I turned on my CD player to find Winona Judd singing “I Want to Know
What Love Is,” a remake of the 1980s classic. During the 5-minute trip, my
dad sang along with the words, sang as though they resonated with his
body, and sang like nobody was watching. I wanted to ask what the lyrics
meant to him. I wanted to ask, but I did not want to interrupt. I liked hear-
ing his voice. I liked hearing what I never heard before.

Interlude: Living With Theory

The sad truth is that the academic self frequently is cut off from the ordinary,
experiential self. A life of theory can remove one from experience, make one
feel unconnected. (Bochner, 1997, p. 421)

Similar to this passage from Bochner (1997), Ellis (2004) refers to
theory, or thinking theoretically (e.g., sociologically) as a “coping mecha-
nism” for dealing with traumatic situations (p. 19). I agree. When dealing
with emotionally rich instances, I enjoy rolling around with theory. The
abstractness removes me from the everyday, allowing me to distance myself
from immediate circumstances. But in this section, following Frank’s
(1995) call to live with stories, I seek to find ways that we can live with the-
ories, situating them within our lives and our bodies. I picture this thinking
with theories as the opposite side of the thinking with stories coin: Both
ideas seek to accomplish the same feat but provide us with a new way of
seeing. The only difference: how they’re languaged (Krippendorff, 1995).

Frank (1995) says that

to think about a story is to reduce it to content and then analyze that content.
Thinking with stories takes the story as already complete; there is no going
beyond it. To think with a story is to experience it affecting one’s own life
and to find in that effect a certain truth of one’s life. (p. 23)

Living with theory would entertain a similar idea: We would learn how to
think with theories in our lives, not analyzing their content but rather their
practical use. This is not a new idea; in fact, it should be a basic tenet of
theorizing. I believe that good theorists often start from such a position but
then find themselves swimming in a pool of abstraction.
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Living with theories and living with stories situates both in the lifeworld, in
the everyday living through of events. In so doing, the theories and stories
become situated within a life, becoming a part of each other and thereby
aiding in the collapse of the theory-story continuum that haunts the halls of
many university settings. This idea would also reintroduce an important cri-
terion for theory: A good theory is one that can be lived with. Granted, such
language does perpetuate the story-theory binary (Bochner, 2002), but
I believe that it would bring them closer together by joining them in a life.
Ideally, we would do both: learn how to live with stories and theories. In
this manner theories and stories become intertwined, creating a mixture
loaded with possibilities from which we can choose.

I accomplish this call to live with theory by displaying how I live with
(a) the notions of both showing and telling, (b) a relational view of my rela-
tionship with my father, and (c) the detailing of my experiences in con-
fronting representations of my past (Kerby, 1991). Theories about each
connect with my everyday life, and it remains difficult for me to distinguish
where theory starts and stories end, or vice versa. This idea may seem
abstract, but in this article I’ve attempted to display how I embody and act
in such a way.

Showing Versus Telling

Ellis (2004) says that showing “brings readers into the scene” (p. 142)
through the use of conversation, and it allows readers to evocatively “expe-
rience an experience” (Ellis, 1993, p. 711). Telling provides an overview of
these same events but positions the reader (and writer) at a distance by lack-
ing dialogue and sensuous engagement. However, Hampl (1999), in a dis-
cussion of memoir writing, argues that the “show, don’t tell” commandment
“is not part of the memoirist’s faith.” She continues: “Memoirists must show
and tell. Memoir is a peculiarly open form, inviting broken and incomplete
images, half-recollected fragments, all the mass (and mess) of detail” (p. 33).
Even though Ellis is describing autoethnographic writing and Hampl remains
situated within memoir, I believe that the show-tell debate remains a point
of contention. Here, I do not wish to engage in such a debate but rather
explicate my rationale for using both, to show how showing and telling can
each serve as lenses with which to view fragments of my life.

As a narrative writer, I agree with both authors—with Ellis’s (2004) take
on the importance and benefits of bringing readers into a situation and with
Hampl’s (1999) welcoming of telling as a potential writing strategy. I chose



to tell certain events in my life, often those that occurred in the distant past,
because that’s how they feel to me: fragmented and emotionally empty.
I live and remember the events as things that happened. That’s all. I remem-
ber them occurring but remain emotionally detached from the actual expe-
riences. I could show the situations, but that would be difficult in that
I don’t experience them in such a way. In other words, I feel that I live sep-
arately from the situations rather than with them; I live with telling rather
than showing.2

In contrast, I chose to show particular events in my life, often those that
occurred within the past 5 years, because that’s how they feel to me: emo-
tionally rich, evocative, and highly valued events. I remember them occur-
ring as I’ve written. I could tell about the situations, but that would be
difficult in that I don’t experience them in such a way. In other words, I live
with the situations rather than separate from them; I live with showing
rather than telling.

Narratively Utilizing a Relationship Perspective

I could never prove any better as a son than he had been as a father. (Bochner,
1997, p. 420)

Janet Yerby (1995), utilizing a “constructionist family systems perspec-
tive,” calls us to view relationships as constantly evolving phenomena that
encompass both individual and familial characteristics (the two systems
overlap and complement each other; e.g., family history vs. individual
goals) and gender and cultural biases (e.g., hegemonic masculinity; “tradi-
tional” gender roles). She also views meaning as co-constructed through
interaction and considers the observer’s influence on relational dynamics
(e.g., realizing how my situatedness has affected the construction of me and
my father’s relationship; pp. 352-360). Yerby argues that if we approach
relationships in such a manner, we can open ourselves up to “alternative
perspectives,” choose different ways of viewing situations, and attempt to
detail why we had a certain point of view at a particular time (p. 361).

Bochner (2004) further says that a relational view allows us to recognize
the complexities of relationships and lets us “share responsibility” for
defining what’s happening within the dynamic (p. 2). He provides us with
what a relational perspective would look like:

When we define a problem as a problem of the couple rather than the fault of
one of the persons in the relationship per se, we don’t strip them of agency.
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Quite the contrary, we enhance their agency by saying in effect, together you
created this and together you can fix it. (p. 6)

Furthermore, Bochner claims that “making the other out to be a monster
only makes each side increase their degrees of separation, perpetuating
defensive aggression in response to the other’s perceived aggression” (p. 8).

I realize that my father and I both play a role in constituting and altering
the relationship; neither one of us “gets off the hook” when trying to repair
it, and we’re both to blame. When I started writing about my father, I blamed
him for all of our problems. However, from within a relational perspective,
both of us affect the relationship and each other—it’s not a one-way street.
Living with such a view allows me to see the coauthored dimensions of the
father-son story in which I’m immersed (MacIntyre, 1984).

Choosing My or Our Lived-Through Stories

Le Guin (1980) claims that the telling of stories always takes place “in
the middle,” always circulating back to previous situations and repeatedly
referencing future projections. Such an idea also welcomes the possibility
for future action in that we have not reached a physical end (e.g., death).
Similarly, relationships persist in the middle: We always exist in dynamic
tensions with others; never in static, problem-free situations. We live
through a world simultaneously riddled with miscommunication and har-
mony. Sometimes we’ll mesh nicely; other times we won’t. We always exist
in the middle somewhere: between birth and death, past and future, always
already immersed in an ephemeral present.

Kerby (1991) adds to this notion by claiming that our accumulated expe-
riences permeate present and future behaviors. He argues that these accumu-
lations remain in flux depending on our positionings in the “now,” the nuances
surrounding the moment in which we recall a particular time. Furthermore,
Kerby calls us to view memory as consisting of “representative images and
thoughts” (p. 28), ideas and images that adequately stand for the past based
on and influenced by the “nows” present in the act of recalling itself. Our
pasts, in memory, continually change, and their “representatives” infiltrate
present affairs.

When writing about me and my father’s relationship, I’ve found that
mutual tensions have surfaced around golf- and gay-related issues. And his
abusive treatment of my mother does tarnish my thoughts about and interac-
tions with him, but I’m not sure I can hold him accountable for something if
he remains unaware of it. That is, he may not realize that I still remember him
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hitting my mother, especially because I once watched him through a window
without him ever knowing. Does this matter? What if he has a similar issue
directed toward me to which I remain oblivious?

I’ve tried to bracket these images away from the relationship itself, but
it still remains foregrounded during my interactions with him. Maybe we
can never know these things. Using Peters’s (1999) logic, we should work
with what we do know, to never try to achieve an absolute joining of minds,
and to recognize that in being with each other we only participate in a
“dance in which we sometimes touch” (p. 268).

(Not) Showing Dad

In working with people who are doing autoethnography, I have encountered
the fear that taking work back to others in our stories might disrupt the very
relationships and family systems we’re trying to improve by writing. (Ellis,
in press)

My father has not read these stories. He does not know about my refram-
ing of our life together. Similar to Kiesinger (2002), I fear that sharing this
with my dad will “damage our current relationship in irreparable ways,”
and I am not “emotionally prepared to confront him about his behavior and
my response to it” (p. 111). However, I do not wish to portray my father
negatively, nor do I wish to portray myself as such. I realize that as an
author, I only have a limited amount of control over the image you craft of
my father, the image you have of me, and where you may encounter this
text, but my goal has been to take you into the messy but sincere dimen-
sions of my life, to show you how I negotiate the troubled relationship of
which I find myself a part. In this section, I attempt to acknowledge my
“relationship responsibilities” while presenting my life in a “complex and
truthful way” (Ellis, in press); I do not believe a simple “it’s my story and
thus nobody’s business” promotes responsible life writing. So how do I write
about my complex and truthful interactions I’ve had with my father while
simultaneously acknowledging his direct implication in my work?

Using Goffman’s (1959/1990) terms, my stories provide you with a
glimpse of the backstage of our relationship, a “place where the performer
[e.g., me] can reliably expect that no member of the audience [e.g., my father]
will intrude” (p. 113). He also notes that “when individuals witness a show
that was not meant for them, they may, then, become disillusioned about
this show as well as about the show that was meant for them” (p. 136). I wrote
these stories for myself and for others who find themselves in similar,
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troubled relationships; I did not write these stories for my dad. Nonetheless,
I deem it important to adhere to Ellis’s (in press) suggestion: “Assume every-
one in [a] story will read it.” I have allowed my sister and my mother to pro-
vide me with feedback on the stories explicitly implicating them,
but I have not granted my father such access. I acknowledge, though, that he
could read this article and catch a glimpse of my backstage processing of our
relationship. I acknowledge that he could become disillusioned about my past
interactions with him, but I also believe that our relationship could improve.
As of now, I will not intentionally give him this piece, but I understand that
he may see it. And someday I would like to share my stories with him.

As one reviewer of this manuscript stated, “I’m uncomfortable with the
author not getting his father’s permission, but I’m equally uncomfortable
with the idea that the author’s father could veto this manuscript.” She or he
further adds, “And I see no way the manuscript could be written without
identifying the father.” I see no way of writing about my negotiations with
my father without writing about him. I also see no way of “masking” our
identities through the use of pseudonyms or by crafting the narratives in
third person (Ellis, 2004). Citing Rich Hoffman, Ellis says, “Family matters
and one’s interactions with one’s family are beyond the purview of an IRB
[institutional research board]. ‘How one chooses to interact with one’s
family . . . is not the business of an IRB’” (p. 259). In discussing her expe-
riences teaching research, Ellis (in press) also suggests that “sometimes my
requirement that [students] get consent means they cannot do a project that
would help them heal and get on with life.” Writing about the self always
involves writing about others, and thus we must evaluate personal writing
on a “case-by-case basis” (Ellis, 2004, p. 261). In my case, showing my
father this work is not currently a possibility; it would “damage the very
people and relationships [I am] intent on helping” (Ellis, in press).

Furthermore, as Ellis (in press) says, “Writing difficult stories is a gift to
self, a reflexive attempt to construct meaning in our lives and heal or grow
from our pain.” I have told my story to heal from what I deem a troubled
past and to simultaneously move toward a hopeful future. I have also told
my story to encourage us to acknowledge how we impact our interactions
with others and to find alternative ways of negotiating those bad relation-
ships in which we find ourselves immersed, relationships that we don’t
most often choose. This is not to say that we should “never give up”; it’s a
call for us to reflexively acknowledge and hold ourselves accountable for
our influences on and our roles in the relationships in which we’re involved.

****
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I’m stuck between two canonical stories: one that says my father and I must
always try to work things out to fulfill my responsibilities as son (Pelias,
2002) and another that tells me to let go, to realize that I “can’t choose my rel-
atives,” and to view the relationship as a waste of time. Such thoughts provide
me with an all-or-nothing scenario, not allowing for a middle on which to rest.
I have thought of terminating the relationship, but in a few, recent interactions,
I’ve noticed a spark of love I’ve tried to grab. Maybe that spark only developed
out of hope for what I consider a more reciprocal exchange of love.

My life also feels like the tension between showing and telling: I live
through representations of my past that appear as pieces absent emotional
engagement and dialogue; I also live through representations loaded with
feeling and conversation. I choose to live with theory, to live within a rela-
tional perspective: I’m a victim; so is my father. I’m an oppressor; so is he.
We are victims and oppressors together, simultaneously hurting and being
hurt while never deciding to quit. We’re both seeking love. Maybe we’re
both in love. Somehow.

Part 3: Life

Before boarding the 3 a.m. train on his most recent visit, I sold my father
my golf clubs. He had given them to me 7 years prior. I didn’t need them
anymore. I handed him the bag; he handed me the money. His aging eyes
looked at the equipment with despair. My aging eyes looked at my equipment-
free hands with glee. He told me he’d save them in case I changed my mind.
I told him thanks, but no.

Notes

1. As you’ll soon see, I do have a (half) sister. We have the same father, but not the same mother.
My father married and divorced her mother before marrying mine, and my sister and I have never
lived together. I interacted with her about once each month until I graduated from high school.

2. This is similar to Hampl’s (1999) suggestion that “over time, the value (the feeling) and
the stored memory (the image) may become estranged” (p. 29).
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